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 Atlanta living, Ohio born author and consultant who is passionate about diversity and cultural
representation in literature.  The children’s book ‘Girls Like Me’ is designed to shape the future

for readers and encourage them to explore occupations at an early age. It features diverse
illustrations to enhance the representation of brown children in positive, main character roles. 
 She plans to continue publishing books and providing consulting services to writers in order to

promote growth, development, and inclusivity. Equipped with a Bachelor's Degree in
Communication from Ohio University and Master’s in Business Administration from Baldwin
Wallace University, Valerie is passionate about public speaking and enjoys facilitating training

on financial literacy and career preparation. 
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Children’s book empowers readers to explorer careers from an early age. 

Stark County raised author inspires young readers to dream big, “there are no limits to 

what you can achieve” 

 
CANTON, OHIO, June 12, 2021 – Author and Canton native 

Valerie (Terrell) Thompkins is thrilled to share the launch of her new 

children’s book, ‘Girls Like Me’, which was written to inspire girls 

ages 3-9 to explore careers from an early age. The book follows the 

journey of a curly haired little girl as she explores careers including an 

astronaut, architect, surgeon, and engineer.  

An avid reader from a young age, Thompkins recalls visiting 

bookstores with her father, Leon Terrell, after receiving positive report 

cards each marking period. Her passion for reading followed her into 

adulthood, and in October 2020 she began drafting a much-needed 

novelty in the world of children’s picture books.  

 

The inspirational story, ‘Girls Like Me,’ is “designed to shape the future for readers and 

encourage them to explore occupations long before its time to make the big decisions after high 

school,” said Thompkins. “It features vivid, diverse illustrations of each career to enhance the 

representation of African American characters in influential, main character roles.” Thompkins is 

on a mission to expose girls to professions they are not typically encouraged to pursue, such as a 

pilot or construction engineer.  

 

The book launched in June 2021 and is available at authorvaleriethompkins.com. Girls Like Me 

has received positive feedback from happy parents and young readers. “As my daughter gets 

older, we can talk about each career and what it takes to start and succeed in each role, so it’s a 

good conversation starter too. I’m going to homeschool, so I can use it as a starting point for 

projects, we can research each career and find out more about it.” 

 

I bought this book my niece,” said a recent customer. “The illustrations are beautiful, and the 

message is perfect. I can’t recommend this book enough for any little girl in your life!”.  

Thompkins is on a mission to increase literacy and provide books to as many children as 

possible.  

 

Valerie Thompkins, MBA is a 2012 graduate of Canton South Highschool. She earned a 

Bachelor of Science in Communication Studies at Ohio University 

and a Master of Business Administration at Baldwin Wallace 

University. Valerie currently lives in Atlanta, GA and works in the 

banking industry.  
 

Valerie Thompkins Phone: 330-704-0893 

E-mail: read@authorvaleriethompkins.com 

Instagram: authorvaleriethompkins 

Website: https://www.authorvaleriethompkins.com 
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